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are shaped by teachers. From when we're just kids in kindergarten, first learning ropes on hand-eye coordination, to high school students learning trigonometry, to masters and doctoral programs grinding selected crafts, teachers are there to guide our way. And now, CheapCaribbean wants to thank you with an epic journey. To celebrate
Teacher Appreciation Week in May this year, CheapCaribbean gives free flights to 50 teachers and their plus ones. As for why the party wanted to reward teachers, representatives of in a statement: For more than a year there has been a national wave of teacher fighting - in 2018 only 400 000 teachers have not worked in strikes or
lockouts. They added: 'Almost two thirds of teachers find work always or often stressful, which is twice as high as other employees. Nearly one in five U.S. teachers works in a second position 94 percent spend their own money on school supplies. Needless to say, teachers deserve a holiday. And they shouldn't pay for it. All teachers must
do to qualify for one of the free flights is to sign up to be a member of CheapCaribbean's Beach4Teach Club until May 9. On the last day of Teacher Gratitude Week, which falls from May 6-10, those who have registered will receive an email to sign up for free flights to Mexico. The first 50 to register will receive flights and can get in their
way in no time. Of course, it's a bit of a fine print: The journey must take place between July 10 and December 31, 2019, with the blackout dates selected. Members must also book their accompanying stay for a six-plus-night trip to one of the following resorts: Zoetry, Breathless Secrets, Reflect, Now, or Sunscape resort. CheapCaribbean
is not the only company celebrating teachers. Norwegian Cruise Line also gives out trips to teachers. All you have to do is designate your favorite and you may soon be sailing off to sunset for the holiday of your dreams. Thanks to america's chronically underfunded education system, we always ask many of our teachers without giving
them much in return. Especially in 2020, educators were forced to adapt to the most difficult circumstances with the same little support. However, even from behind the mask or through the Zoom window on the laptop screen, phenomenal teachers across the country continue to engage in providing their students with unique learning
experiences. As always, these teachers deserve higher salaries, better benefits and support, as well as more respect for society as a whole. As one person or family, you may not be able to provide all this to teachers in your life, but you can show them some appreciation this holiday season with gifts that are both thoughtful and useful.
We have a few gifts in front of us that every other teacher would be delighted with. After a long semester of being overdue and constantly having to find creative solutions to the unique problems of 2020, our teachers, our children's teachers and our teaching friends were able to use something special. At Refinery29, we're here to help you
navigate this overwhelming world of things. All our market types are independently selected and supervised by the editors. All product details reflect price and availability at the time of publication. If you buy something that we link to on our site, Refinery29 can earn a commission. Mascot As children rush back to school procedures filled
with homework and study, we can't help but be grateful for these sacrifices so much to educate the next generation. And so many of our normal back-to-school rhythms look different this year, we see and appreciate even more how much it takes to educate our children. find safe ways for children to return to classes, learn how to teach
classes at all levels online, and constantly with students with whom they cannot physically connect on a daily basis, teachers today— at home and in the classroom — are our everyday heroes. How many of us can think of at least one or more teachers who have influenced us, or perhaps even inspired us to be and do what we do as our
passion today. Teachers do a lot more than they plan fun educational activities that keep our kids on a daily basis and teach them what they need to know to pass the tests. They actually have the power to inspire and change the course of life that affect so much good! Want to inspire a teacher in your life? Share one of these quotes,
maybe in conjunction with a gift to the teacher, and show them that you see the amazing gift you give to your students every day. 1 with 25 Robert Frost I'm not a teacher, but a wake-up call. 2 with 25 W.B Yeats Education is not a pot filling, but a fire lighting. 3 out of 25 Aristotle Those who know, no. Those who understand teach. 4 out of
25 Martin Luther King, Jr. The function of education is to learn intense thinking and critical thinking. Intelligence plus character — this is the goal of real education. 5 out of 25 Terry Heick The best teachers are the ones who change their minds. 6 out of 25 Scott Hayden Teachers have three loves: love of learning, love for students and love
to connect the first two loves together. 7 out of 25 Albert Einstein It is the highest art of a teacher to awaken joy in creative expression and knowledge. 8 out of 25 Alexandra K. Trenfor The best teachers are the ones who show you where to look but don't tell you what to see. 9 out of 25 Malala Yousafzai One child, one teacher, one book
and one pen can change the world. 10 out of 25 Jill Biden Education doesn't just make us smarter. This makes us whole. 11 out of 25 Jodi Picoult The fact that you're worried about being a good teacher means you're already one. 12 out of 25 Helen Keller A well-educated mind will always have more questions than answers. 13 of 25 Judy
Blume Our fingerprints will not disappear from the life we touch. 14 out of 25 Bob Talbert Teaching kids to count is fine, but teaching them what matters is the best. 15 of 25 Benjamin Franklin Tell Me, and I forget. Teach me and remember. Get involved and I'm learning. 16 of 25 Malcolm X Education is our passport for the future, because
tomorrow belongs to the people who are preparing for it today. 17 out of 25 Anatole France Nine tenths of education is an incentive. 18 of 25 Mark Van Doren The art of teaching is the art of aiding discovery. 19 of 25 Henry B. Adams Teacher influences eternity; it can never tell where its influence ends. 20 of 25 Carl Buechner May forget
what you said but won't forget how they felt. 21 with 25 Lily Tomlin I like a teacher who gives something home to think about in addition to homework. 22 of 25 C. S. Lewis The task of a modern educator is not to cut the jungle, but to irrigate deserts. 23 of 25 Christa McAuliffe I teach. 24 of 25 Bill Gates Technology is just a tool. When it
comes to children being able to work together and motivate them, the teacher is the most important. 25 of Pablo Picasso's 25 Meaning of Life is finding a gift. The purpose of life is to give it back.
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